
No.HOUSE 923
By Mr. Bowker of Brookline (by request), petition of Charles E.

Hewitt relative to the making, filing and supervision of rates relating
to fire, inland marine, motor vehicle fire, theft, collision or property
damage insurance and to establishment, licensing and regulation of
certain rate making organizations. Insurance.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Six.

An Act relating to the making, filing and super-

vision OF RATES AND FOR THE CONTROL OF CERTAIN

EXPENSES AND PRACTICES FOR INSURANCE THAT MAY BE

WRITTEN UNDER FIRE INSURANCE, INLAND MARINE, OR

MOTOR VEHICLE FIRE, THEFT, COLLISION OR PROPERTY

DAMAGE POLICIES; FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT, LICENSING

AND REGULATION OF RATE MAKING ORGANIZATIONS;
AND, PROVIDING FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF THE ACTS OF

THE COMMISSIONER UNDER THIS ACT.

1 The General Laws of Massachusetts are hereby
2 amended by inserting therein chapter one hundred
3 and seventy-five B which shall read as follows:
4 Section 1. This act shall be known and may be
5 cited as the Fire and Inland Marine Rate Regulatory
6 Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:
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Section 2. The following words, as used in this
chapter, unless the text otherwise requires or a
different meaning is specifically required, shall be

i
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Commissioner”, The Commissioner of Insurance10
“Company”, all corporations, associations, part-

nerships or individuals engaged as principals in the
business of insurance.
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“Insurance Company” or “Insurer”, the same
meaning as Company.

14
)5

“Rate Making Bureaus”, or “Organizations”,
shall mean a body or an individual licensed by the
commissioner to make rates in accordance with the
requirements of this act.
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Section 3. Scope of Act. This act applies to

all insurances that may be written under a fire insur-
ance, inland marine or motor vehicle fire, theft,
collision or property damage policy for risks and
operations in this commonwealth, but it does not
regulate reinsurance of such risks nor aviation
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Section f. Rate Making. — (a) Every insurer shall
provide a systematic method of rate making which
shall produce rates that are adequate yet competi-
tive and not excessive nor unfairly discriminatory.
Insurers may act individually in rate making or

they may employ a licensed rate making bureau as
provided in this act.
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(6) Every insurer shall have on file with its named

rate making authority full and accurate copies of
manuals, minimums, class rates and rate making
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schedules or plans which are to measure its insurance
rates for risks within the scope of this act and these
records shall be open at all times to the inspection
of the commissioner. Individual insurance rates
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41 shall be made according to manual, minimum, class
42 rates, rating schedules or rating plans as the judg-
43 ment of the licensed rate making authority deems
44 warranted if not inconsistent with this act. Manual
45 or class rates shall be used only when the cost of

46 measuring the difference between all risks of a class
47 would virtually offset the saving to the policyholders
48 by such differentiation. Filed schedules for rate
49 making shall be in sufficient detail to list hazards and
50 defects not common to all risks to be rated by the
51 said schedule; and rate analyses or explanations
52 listing such hazards and defects shall be available
53 at all times to the policyholder or to any insurer
54 member of the same rating organization or to any
55 agent or broker or insurance advisor representing
56 the policyholder.
57 (c) Rate levels in existence at the time this act
58 becomes effective shall be considered adequate and
59 not excessive for a period of three years, but each
60 authorized insurer shall file with the insurance com-
61 missioner on or before July first, nineteen hundred
62 and fift3r -one, and thereafter annually on or before
63 July first of each year through its rate-making au-
64 thority a statistical report based on the rating
65 methods used by it, and showing experience by
66 classes for the three most recent calendar years.

67 After July first, nineteen hundred and fifty-one, the
68 insurance commissioner shall have the right at any
69 time, but not more often than every three years,
70 after a hearing, to order the class rate levels of any
71 rating bureau or bureaus or individual insurer,
72 whether made by manual, minimum, class rates or
73 by rating schedules or plans, reduced to a point
74 where they will not be excessive, unreasonable or
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unfairly discriminatory based on the experience of
three years just past and the prospective experience
of the next two years. The commissioner must
permit a rate level adequate to care for said past and
prospective future loss experience.
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There shall be an allowable maximum loss experi-
ence adopted for each class of insurance risk that
shall be considered not excessive or unreasonable
and so far as is practical these maximum allowable
loss ratios shall be the same or similar to those in
use in the majority of other states whose distribution
of population and industry is similar to this state.
The maximum allowable loss ratio shall bear the
same relation to the gross earned premium of each
insurer or rating organization as it does to every
other insurer or rating organization doing business
in this state. The maximum allowable loss ratio
shall include losses incurred, loss adjustment ex-
penses paid, a three per cent increment for catastro-
phe or contingencies and a two per cent underwriting
profit. Losses incurred shall not include the excess

of losses in any one catastrophe of three per cent of
the combined annual premiums for the class in this
state of the individual insurer not using a rating
bureau or of the individual rating organization
involved. The allowable losses shall be related to the
premiums earned in the same period to determine
the annual loss ratio experience.
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(d) Insurers who secure a material part of their
financial strength through the practice of collecting
deposit premiums more than seventy-five per cent
of which are returned, except in the case of dire need,

by the insurer, may continue to collect such deposit
premiums in addition to the loss and expense cost as
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allowed and provided for all types of insurers under
this act, but such deposit premiums shall not be
integrated with the statistics upon which rate levels
shall be based to determine whether rates are exces-

sive, unreasonable or unfairly discriminatory.
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(e) Insurers not having the same or similar under-
writing and management methods, including the
cost of merchandising policies of insurance, shall
not be permitted to combine, or associate, or belong
to, or use, the same rate making bureau, or rate
making personnel, or rate making information, or
schedules, nor shall insurers be considered to be
doing business in the same or similar manner if their
combined loss and expense ratios for the previous
five years vary more than six per cent from the
average loss and expense ratio, after policyholders’
participation, of all members of the rating bureau
to which they belong. New companies or new depart-
ments wall not come under this six per cent provision
during their first ten years of existence.
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(/) No rate making bureau or member thereof
shall be required to show any of the prices, schedules
or the terms and conditions under which its prices
are made to a competing rate making bureau or
member thereof or to an insurance company operating
independently of a rating bureau.
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(g) A rate in excess of that provided by customary
methods may be used on any specific risk with the
written consent of the insured and of the insurance
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139 (h) Insurers using the same rate making bureau
may combine or associate or agree to joint action in
the making of rates of premium and of basic policy
conditions and in the regulation and supervision of
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143 the expense of rate making, of statistical, engineering,
144 inspection and similar services and of any other item
145 of expense common to such companies.
146 (i) No set of rating bureau rules shall unreason-
147 ably narrow the public’s right to describe its insur-
148 able interest but any rating association may make
149 its rates subject to the scope of protection granted
150 and it may also recommend the use of uniform forms,
151 clauses or phrases but where any mandatory wording
152 is justified and required optional wording must be
153 permitted for a reasonable difference in rate.
154 (j) The effective date of this act shall be January
155 first, nineteen hundred and forty-eight, and no
156 insurer shall thereafter make or issue a contract or a

157 policy within the scope of this act unless it is in
158 conformity with this act.
159 Section 5. Disapproval of Rates. The commis-
160 sioner may at any time upon complaint of a policy-
161 holder that rates for such policy made by a licensed
162 rating authority are excessive, unreasonable or un-

163 fairly discriminatory, or are not in accordance with
164 this act, require a hearing. If the commissioner shall
165 find that the complaint is justified he shall give his
166 reasons in writing to the licensed rating authorit}

167 which shall forthwith correct the same.
168 Section 6. Rating Organizations. (a) A corpo-

-169 ration, an unincorporated association, a partnership
170 or an individual, whether located within or outside
171 this state, may make application to the commissioner
172 for license as a rating organization for such kinds of

173 insurance or class of risks or parts or combinations
174 thereof as are specfied in its application and shall
175 file therewith, and if licensed shall promptly notify

176 the commissioner of all changes therein, (1) a cop}
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177 of its constitution, its articles of agreement or associa-
-178 tion or its certificate of incorporation and of its by-
-179 laws and rules governing the conduct of its business,
180 (2) a list of its members and subscribers, (3) the name

181 and address of a resident of the state upon whom
182 notices or orders of the commissioner or process
183 affecting such rating organization may be served
184 and (4) a statement of its qualifications as a rating
185 organization. Unless the commissioner finds that
186 the applicant is not competent, trustworthy and
187 otherwise qualified to act as a rating organization
188 and that its constitution, articles of agreement or
189 association or certificate of incorporation, and its
190 by-laws and rules governing the conduct of its busi-
-191 ness do not conform to the requirements of this act,
192 he shall issue a license specifying the kinds of insur-
-193 ance, class of risks or parts or combinations thereof
194 for which the applicant is authorized to act as a
195 rating organization. Every such application shall
196 be granted to the extent not denied by the commis-
-197 sioner within sixty days of the date of its filing with
198 him. Licenses issued pursuant to this section shall
199 remain in effect until suspended or revoked by the
200 commissioner. The fee for said license shall be five
201 hundred dollars. Licenses issued pursuant to this
202 section may be revoked by the commissioner, after
203 hearing upon notice, in the event the rating organiza-
-204 tion ceases to meet the requirements of this sub-
-205 section.
206 ( h ) The rules and regulations of each rating organi-
-207 zation shall declare the type or kind of company and
208 insurance business it is authorized to serve respecting
209 rates and practices. Any insurer licensed to do
210 business in this state that qualifies according to
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such provisions shall, upon proper application, be
admitted to membership in such organization. Such
organization shall be supported by an assessment
on all member companies in the ratio that their
premium writings bear to the premium writings of all
member companies during the given calendar year
and any insurer failing within thirty days to pay his
proportion of said expenses as billed shall be deprived
of the services of the organization forthwith.
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(c) Insurance companies or departments thereof
operating under the same management or ownership
may not belong to separate rate making bureaus for
the same class of insurance.
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(d) The commissioner shall, at least once in five

years, make, or cause to be made, an examination of
each rating organization licensed in this state. The
reasonable costs of such examination shall be paid
by the rating organization examined upon presenta-
tion to it of a detailed account of such cost. The
officers, managers, agents and employees of such
rating organizations may be examined under oath
and shall exhibit all books, records, accounts, docu-
ments or agreements governing its method of opera-

tion. The commissioner may waive such examination
upon proof that such rating organization has, within
a reasonably recent period, been examined by the
insurance supervisory official of another state, pur-
suant to the laws of such state, and upon the filing

with the commissioner of a copy of the report of such
examination.
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Section 7. Deviations. (a) Subscribers to the
services of a rating organization shall abide byjits
publications that are not inconsistent with theTpui-
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244 poses of this act and to effectuate such compliance
245 each rating organization must provide for the ex-
246 animation of policies, daily reports, binders, renewal
247 certificates, endorsements, or other evidences of in-
248 surance, or the cancellation thereof, upon any and all
249 classes of insurance covered by its license and shall
250 make reasonable rules governing the submission of
251 this information to it by subscribers. Such rules
252 shall contain provisions that any insurer who does
253 not within ninety days furnish satisfactory evidence
254 to the rating organization of the correction of any
255 error or omission previously called to its attention
256 by the rating association shall be fined an amount
257 not less than one annual premium of the subject of
258 insurance involved nor less than one hundred dollars
259 and shall be required not again to write the said
260 subject of insurance for a period of three years.
261 Failure on the part of any insurer to meet the condi-
262 tions of these penalties shall thereupon be submitted
263 to hearing before the commissioner. All information
264 involved in such controversies shall so far as practical
265 be confidential.
266 (b ) No rating organization shall permit unfair
267 discrimination between members or subscribers to its
268 services nor allow any member or subscriber to devi-
269 ate from its published rates or practices in any
270 manner that every other member may not likewise
271 deviate, nor shall any insurer acting individually
272 discriminate unfairly as between its policyholders,
273 but rating organizations may be formed and licensed
274 for the exclusive membership of companies doing
275 business in the same or a similar manner that pay
276 dividends or return savings or unabsorbed premium
277 deposits to policyholders, members or subscribers.
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278 There shall, however, be no subsidizing of or writing
279 of insurance below cost nor discrimination in rate
280 made through the paying of a dividend or the return-
281 ing of a saving or other unabsorbed premium which
282 is in excess of the return that was earned for the class
283 in this state in the previous calendar year, nor shall
284 a greater rate of dividend, returned saving or un-
285 absorbed premium be paid than a rate which, if
286 added to the combined loss and expense ratio for the
287 class in this state for the previous calendar year would
288 equal one hundred per cent of the earned premium
289 collected for that class in this state during the year
290 before it is paid.
291 Section 8. Appeal by Minority. ■ — Any member
292 of or subscriber to a rating organization may appeal
293 to the commissioner from the decision of a rating
294 organization in approving or rejecting any proposed
295 change in or addition to the filings of such rating
296 organization and the commissioner shall, after a
297 hearing, issue an order affirming or reversing the
298 decision of such rating organization.
299 Section 9. Administrative Powers. Member
300 companies or subscribers to a rating organization
301 may supervise the management and require con-

302 sultation with other rating organizations of a similar
303 character in other states together with the inter-
304 exchange of loss experience and other data which
305 will make for more efficient and intelligent public
306 service when such inter-exchange is not inconsistent
307 with this act.
308 Section 10. False or Misleading Information.
309 No insurer or employee thereof shall knowingl> gi' e

310 false or misleading information to the commissioner,
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311 to any statistical agency designated by the commis-
-312 sioner or to any rating organization, which will
313 affect the rates or premium chargeable under this
314 act. A violation of this section shall subject the one
315 guilty of such violation to the penalties provided for
316 in section ten of this act.
317 Section 11. Penalties. The commissioner may,
318 if he finds that any person or organization has will-
-319 fully violated any provision of this act and has not
320 corrected such violation upon notice and request,
321 impose a penalty of not more than one thousand
322 dollars for each such violation. Such penalty may
323 be in addition to any other penalty provided by law.
324 When in the public interest the commissioner may
325 suspend the license of the manager or managers of
326 any rating organization or insurer which fails to
327 comply with the provisions of this act after the corn-
-328 missioner has issued an order describing such failure
329 and requiring correction.
330 No penalty shall be imposed and no license shall
331 be suspended or revoked except upon a written order
332 of the commissioner stating his findings, made after a
333 hearing.
334 Section 12. Hearing; Procedure; Judicial Re-
-335 view; Standard Hearings. (a) Unless otherwise
336 provided in this act, when a hearing is provided, it
337 shall require the commissioner to state the cause of
338 the hearing in reasonable detail and in writing and
339 to give not less than fifteen days’ notice thereof to
340 the parties concerned. Findings from such hearings
341 which require change, corrections or which involve
342 penalty shall not be effective until fifteen days after
343 written record thereof has been given to the parties
344 concerned by the commissioner.
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345 (6) Any insurer or rating organization aggrieved
by any order or decision of the commissioner made
without a hearing, may, within thirty days after
notice of the order to the insurer or organization,
make written request to the commissioner for a hear-
ing thereon. The commissioner shall hear such party
or parties within thirty days after receipt of such
request and shall give not less than fifteen days’
written notice of the time and place of the hearing.
Within thirty days after such hearing the commis-
sioner shall affirm, reverse or modify his previous
action, specifying his reasons therefor. Pending
such hearing and decision thereon the commissioner
may suspend or postpone the effective date of his
previous action.
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(c) Nothing contained in this act shall require the
observance at any hearing of formal rules of pleading
or evidence.
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(cl) Any order or decision of the commissioner shall
be subject to review on the basis of the record of the
proceedings before the commissioner and shall not be
limited to question of law, by (appeal) (writ of
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certiorari) to the court at the instance
of any party in interest. The court shall determine
whether the filing of the (appeal) shall operate as a
stay ofany such order or decision of the commissioner.
The court may, in disposing of the issue before it,
modify, affirm or reverse the order or decision of the
commissioner in whole or in part.
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Section 13. Constitutionality. —lf any section,
subsection, subdivision, paragraph, clause or sen-
tence of this act is held invalid or unconstitutional
such decision shall not affect the remaining portions
of this act.
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